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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Diorasis Capital supports the most significant Foreign Direct Investment event of the year
organised by Conway Inc. in June, in Liverpool, United Kingdom.
London, 18 May 2018 – Diorasis Capital announces its support to Conway Inc., marking the 15th
anniversary of The World Forum for Foreign Direct Investment to be hosted in Liverpool, U.K. in June
11-13, 2018.

The 2018 World Forum for Foreign Direct Investment kicks-off the International Business Festival
with HRH Prince William as the patron of the festival. Diorasis Capital will enjoy the privilege of
networking with major FDI agencies, while exploring both, buy and sell opportunities in a great range
of regions/markets and industries.

A distinct panel of decision makers will discuss the correlation between the global geopolitical
changes and investment opportunities, highlighting the effect on the geographical diversification
plans of potential investors.

Mr. Angelos Tsigkopoulos, Founder & CEO of Diorasis Capital Ltd, stated: "We are delighted to
support such a significant event organised by a pioneering FDI events’ organiser. We aim to keep our
investors and investees up-to-date with the geopolitical news and facts that will possibly affect both,
their buy or sell strategy, amid Brexit in Europe, the shift from oil dependence in the Middle East and
the and the corporate tax reforms in the United States
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continued

Mr. Adam Jones-Kelly, President of Conway Inc. stated: “Conway is delighted to welcome Diorasis
Capital as a supporter for the 15th anniversary World Forum for Foreign Direct Investment. It’s an
honour to work with such a prestigious and respected Business Development Consulting firm”.

Diorasis Capital Limited is a Business Development and Communication specialist firm, based in
London, United Kingdom. It offers Strategy Consulting, Corporate Finance and Foreign Direct
Investment Consulting services. All services are designed to help decision-makers identify growth
opportunities and provide them with the communication channels to act on them.
Conway provides the world’s most comprehensive offering of services related to domestic and cross
border corporate investment. Their integrated services meet the needs of government agencies
seeking to attract investment as well as companies planning international expansion.
Conway’s network of corporate decision-makers invests more than $300 billion each year in new
facilities, offices and sites. Conway’s full spectrum of services and relationships with corporate
decision-makers around the world facilitates government attraction of foreign and domestic direct
investment.
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